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PART I. THE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE RIEMANN SURFACE 
THROUGH PERRON-FROBENIUS TYPE OPERATORS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this article is to present a different approach to the 
analysis of the spectrum of a compact surface of constant negative 
curvature. To explain our ideas we recall that there exists a highly success- 
ful theory for analyzing zeta functions for closed geodesics, originated by 
A. Selberg. The zeros for this zeta function identify the eigenvalues of the 
Laplacian for the surface. The main tool in this analysis is the Selberg trace 
formula [7]. 
There exists an approach, having its roots in ergodic theory and statisti- 
cal mechanics, for analyzing zeta functions for geodesic and more general 
flows. The principle here is quite different from that in the Selberg 
approach. The zeta function is some form of determinant of a family of 
“Perron-Frobenius type” operators parameterized by the complex domain. 
The zeta function behaves like a determinant in that zeros correspond to 
parameters for which the corresponding operator is not invertible [ 10, 111. 
Since both methods apply to surfaces of constant negative curvature this 
suggests that there is some mechanism involving a Perron-Frobenius type 
operator characterizing the Laplacian spectrum of the surface. 
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Our analysis depends on two different types of constructions, by 
S. Helgason and C. Series. We use results of Helgason to characterize 
eigenvalues of the Laplacian on the covering space in terms of (either 
analytic or smooth) distributions on the boundary K= {z E Cl JzI = 1) [S]. 
The covering group of the surface (i.e., Fuchsian group) acts on these 
distributions, characterizing those corresponding to the spectrum of the 
surface by a particularly simple transformation. 
We use the symbolic dynamics of Series to replace the action of the 
group on K by a single expanding map [ 15, IS]. The distributions corre- 
sponding to the spectrum can then be simply characterized in terms of 
Perron-Frobenius type operators for this map. 
The first two sections of this paper develop these ideas. The third section 
is devoted to comparing the various geometric, dynamic, and spectral 
constants involved and suggesting practical means of computation. The 
final section returns to our motivating application, the zeta function. We 
show that the zeta function occurs very naturally as a Fredholm determi- 
nant and we derive standard results known by the Selberg theory. 
I would like to thank the NSF for financial support. I am particularly 
grateful to Caroline Series for many useful conversations and her 
encouragement. 
1. Laplacian Eigenjiinctions and Distributions 
Let D = {z E Cl IzI < 1 > be the open unit disc. This becomes a standard 
model for hyperbolic space when given the Poincare metric ds2 = 
4(dx2 + dy2)/( 1 - x2 - y2)2. The (orientation preserving) isometries of D 
take a particularly simple form. A map g: D + D is an isometry for 
the Poincare metric if and only if we can write g as a linear fractional 
transform g(z) = (az + b)/(6z + rl), lal2 - 16)’ = 1, a, b E C. 
The unit circle K= {zl (zl = 1 } plays an important role in this 
model, The ratio of hyperbolic to euclidean distance in D is given by 
i (1 -x2 - v2), where z = x + iy. Since this quantity blows up as z 
approaches K we may interpret K as lying at infinity in the Poincare model 
of hyperbolic space. 
The Laplacian on D takes the simple form d, = a( 1 - x2 - y2)2 
( d2/ax2 + a2/ay2). 
We want to describe the eigenfunctions for A, acting on C”(D). It is 
convenient to first introduce the quantity (x, b) E 03 denoting the signed 
distance from 0 to the unique horocycle H tangent to K at bE K and 
passing through x E D (we should recall that in this model a horocycle is 
simply a euclidean circle in d tangent to K at a single point). This is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus ( , ) : D x K + [w takes positive values if 0 is 
exterior to the horocycle H and negative values if it is interior. 
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FIGURE 1 
Let &’ denote the space of analytic functions whose domain includes K. 
This space becomes a Frechet space when given the induced topology of 
uniform convergence on all annuli containing K. 
We define an analytic distribution v to be a continuous linear functional 
on JZZ, i.e., an element of the dual space d*. If gE d we shall use the 
notation SK g dv = v(g). 
The relation between the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian and these 
analytic distributions is described by 
PROPOSITION 1 (Helgason [S], p. 60). There is a bijection between 
(a) eigenfunctions h for A,: C=(D) 4 Cm(D), and 
(b) analytic distributions v E d*, given by 
h(z)= j/ (lil+l)<=.b> d,,(b), zED, and A,h= -(4;1’+ l)h, AE@, 
provided iA # -1, -3, -5, . . . . 
Let r be a finitely generated discrete subgroup of isometries of D, with 
respect to the Poincare metric. The quotient S = D/T is a surface of 
constant negative curvature. We shall confine our interest to the case where 
r is co-compact; i.e., D/r is a compact surface. 
We shall denote the Laplacian for the surface S by A,: Coo(S) -+ C”(S). 
By considering the extension to the Hilbert space L’(S) and applying the 
theory of self-adjoint operators it follows easily that the spectrum of -A, 
consists of eigenvalues 0 = fxO < ~1 I d fx2 < . . . + + co. 
If hsE Cm(S) is an eigenfunction for A, then it lifts to a function h, on 
D by h,(zT) = h,(z). The function h, E Cm(S) is automorphic, i.e., 
h,(gz) = h,(z), ZE D, ge r. Furthermore, h, is clearly an eigenfunction 
for A,. 
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By appealing to Proposition 1 we may write 
M)=S, e(2i%+ l)<z.b> dv(b) 
and 
h,(d=/ 
e(2i%+ l)<g=.b> d,,(b) 
K 
= 
s 
eW + 1 l<n=. gb) dv(gb). 
K 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
LEMMA 1. (a) <gz, 8) = <z, b) + <gO, gb) (cf. C51, P. 83) 
(b) Id(b)I =exp- (go, 8) (cf. [51, P. 58). 
By Lemma l(a) we can rewrite (1.2) as 
s 
e(2i%+l)<;,b)[e(‘“+l)<g0,gb)/2 dv(gb)]. (1.3) 
K 
By comparing (1.1) and (1.3) and the uniqueness part of Proposition 1 we 
have g*v = e -CW+l)<gO,gb>,, 
If we use the notation s = s(A) = (2iA + 1) then using Lemma l(b) we can 
rewrite this as g*v = 1 g’l” v. 
We summarize this as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2. There is a bijection between: 
(a) eigenvalues tx for -A,: Cm(S) + Cm(S), and 
(b) analytic distributions v E d* satisfying g*v = 1 g’l” v, Vg E r, where 
cl=cr(;l)=(1+4A2) ands=s(A)=(2iil+l). 
From our knowledge of the spectrum of A, we know that 1 will assume 
a countable number of values in the range (- cc + co) u [i, -i] and s 
will assume a countable number of values in the range [0, l] u 
($ + i co, $ - i co ). For brevity we shall refer to values s occurring in part (b) 
of Proposition 2 as Helgason values (or H-values). 
For cocompact groups r we have the useful additional property that 
v E A’* occurring in Propositions 1 and 2 also lies in Cm(K)*, i.e., the dual 
space of the Frechet space Cm(K) of smooth functions on K (by cocompact 
we mean D/T is a compact surface) (cf. [S]). 
EXAMPLE. Patterson showed that there exists a (probability) measure p 
on K, which is equivalent to Lebesgue measure and is characterized by the 
following transformation under the action of r on K: g*p = ) g’l ,a, Vg E r 
(cf. [S, 151); i.e., J hg dp = f h Ig’l dp, Vh E C’(K). 
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There is an explicit construction of the Patterson measure which cap- 
tures some of its geometric flavor. For any point XED we have associated 
to r the Poincard series g,(S), i.e., the function of a complex variable s E @ 
defined by 
1 h&g A; 
exp - 0 d(x, gx) .h(gx) 
gEr.exp-a4x, gx) ’ 
As (r + 1 the measures & converge in the weak* topology to the 
measure p described above. This limit is independent of the choice of x E D 
and p has support on K. 
The measure p corresponds to an element in the positive cone of &* (or 
C”(K)*). If we take s = 1 we see that p corresponds to the zero eigenvalue 
of A,: Coo(S) -+ Cm(S). The corresponding eigenfunction h, with 
A,(h,) = 0 is simply a constant function. 
Remark. In view of the exclusion of A = -i in Proposition 1 there are 
difficulties with the case s = 0 (i.e., g*v = v, ge r). However, following 
Haeflinger and Panghe any element of H ‘(S, C) has a unique realization as 
a harmonic l-form (by Hodge theory) and corresponds to a smooth 
l-current w  on the unit circle. A distribution v E C”(K)* with v(C) = 0 is 
defined by (v, f ) = - (0, df ), f~ C’“(K). Furthermore, the action of r 
commutes with the correspondences above to ensure that v is r-invariant. 
2. Perron-Frobenius Type Operators 
The action TX K + K leads to a situation where the orbits are very com- 
plicated. A useful simplification is to replace the action of r by a single 
transformation which retains the essential features. Caroline Series has 
carried out a detailed study of this situation and constructed an 
appropriate map from the action of r. 
Let {Ji, . . . . J,} be a partition of K into disjoint arcs and let J= II;, I Ji. 
Let T: J+ J be a map satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) Murkou. If T(int Ji) n (int Jk) # @ then T(int Ji) =) (int Jk) 
(ii) Expanding. 3/I > 1 with IT’(z)1 >/I for all ZEJ 
(iii) Strong Renyi. 3c> 0 with I(T”/T’)(z)l <c 
(iv) Analytic. 3 neighborhoods Ji s Ui c @ such that TI, extends to 
an analytic function T. iJi + @ (we can assume that for T(int Ji) 2 (int Jk) 
we have also T- ’ Uk G Ui). 
The space Ck(J) (1~ k < co) of k-times continuously differentiable func- 
tions is a Banach space with norm llfll = llfll~ + Ilf’ll ac + . . . + IIStk)ll oo, 
f E Ck(J). 
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For each s E @ we define an operator L,: Ck(J) + C?(J) by (L,h)(z) = 
xi h(Tiz) IT;(z)l”, z E J, where z E J,; Ti is the local inverse to T: Ji + J, 
and the summation is over those intervals for whichf(int Jj) n (int Ji) # 0. 
We shall refer to these operators as Perron-Frobenius operators (N.B. This 
is a slightly misleading name since for s E C - [w, L, will not necessarily be 
a positive operator). 
The following is a modified version of a theorem of Tangerman [17]. 
We let P denote the pressure of the function -Re(s) log 1 T’I (cf. [l] for 
full definitions). 
PROPOSITION 3. (i) The spectral radius of L, is at most ep. 
(ii) The only part of the spectrum of L, in the annulus {zl l//I” < 
jz[ e -’ < 1 } are isolated eigenvalues of finite rank and order. 
We shall call s E C a Perron-Frobenius value for the map T: J + J if (for 
k 2 log fi) 1 is an isolated eigenvalue of the operator L,. (We shall use the 
abbreviation PF-values.) It can easily be checked that 1 persists as an 
eigenvalue for all k 2 log /I if it is true for one value. 
Since (Ck(J), (1 11) is a Banach space and L, is a bounded linear operator 
it will have exactly the same spectrum as its dual operator L,*: Ck(J)* + 
Ck(J)* defined by (L,*l)(f) = l(L, f), f E Ck(J), 1~ Ck(J)*. For a PF-value 
s E C we therefore have that 1 is an isolated finite dimensional eigenvalue 
for L,*. Assume VE Ck(J)* with L,*v= v. Let f E Ck(J) with supp(f)G Ji. 
Then (L~v)(f)=v(L,f)=~(IT~l~-f 0 Ti)=v(f), or equivalently, T*v= 
1 T’J” v, using linearity. Similarly, if T*v = I T’J” v then L:v = v. We sum- 
marize by: 
LEMMA 2. SEC is a PF-value, if and only tf T*v = ) T’I” v, for some 
v E Cm(J)*. 
Series demonstrated how to construct a map T: J+ J which had the four 
properties listed above and took the form T(z) = g,(z), where z E Ji with 
g,, . . . . g, being a finite number of generators (and inverses) for f [18]. A 
particularly useful feature of her construction is the following property 
(cf. [ 151). 
LEMMA 3. Assume gx = y, where ge r and x, y E K have expansions 
{x} = nzzO T-“JXK, {y} = nzcO T-“JYr for 1 <xx,, y, Gn. There exist 
m,N>O such that x,,=y”+,,, for naN and g=g;lo . . . Og;irnO 
g w” ... o g,* 
PROPOSITION 4. PF-values correspond to H-values. 
This result will follow rigorously from our comparison of zeta functions. 
For the moment we observe the following. Assume s is a H-value and f has 
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supp f G Ji. We may choose g= gi, where T ( Ji= g 1 Ji then v(p) = 
v(fog;)=v(jg;)-~“f)=v()T’I-“f). 
Conversely, assume s is a PF-value. Fix an element g E K Choose g?c = 
4’ E K and, by the above lemma, TNx = T N + “y. Furthermore, this remains 
true on the intervals YY = n,“=, TpkJ,, 3 x and q, = n,“z; T-“J,,, 3 y. 
If f has supp( f) E YY, then supp(f c g) c TV. Thus v(f ‘1 g) = 
\!(fC T-(N+‘p’J I(T”)‘I -“) = VU” l(T N+n’)‘(’ I(T”)‘I ‘) = v(f lg’l -“). 
COROLLARY 4.1. c( is an eigenvalue for ( - A,y) if and only if 1 is an eigen- 
value for L,: Ck(J) -+ Ck(J) for 1 > ep/flk, u#zere CI = s( 1 - S) or s = 
$ [l +i(4a- l)“‘]. 
We have defined PF-values in terms of the spectrum of L, acting on 
Ck(J) (for large k). We can relate this to the corresponding operator on 
analytic functions. 
We choose convex neighborhoods D, about each arc J, such that if 
f(int Ji) 1 (int Jk) then.f,= (f ID,)~’ : Dice int 0,. 
Let 4. denote analytic functions on Dj which extend continuously to the 
boundary dD,. Fix a function g, E &; and define an operator L,: 4 + 4. by 
tLijh)tz) = g,(fv=) 'h(Ajz). 
Each space 4 is a Banach space with norm jlhll = sup(\h(z)( IZE 0;). 
We form the larger Banach space d = 0, ,c9, and define an operator 
L:d+d by 
(Lb),(z) = c (Likhk)(Z), zeDi, h=xh,Ess? 
/(ht./,)2 tint Jk) k 
Recall that an operator T: B + B on a Banach space P is called nuclear 
if we can write TX = C,“=, b,(b,*(x)), where b, E B, b,* E B*, n > 0. 
PROPOSITION 5. The operator L: d + d is nuclear (and therefore com- 
pact). 
Proof: This result is in the spirit of [ 121. Choose curves rj for each 0, 
(j= 1, . . . . n), where rj is a simple closed Jordan curve in the interior of D,i 
which contains in its interior each T,Dj, for each T(int Ji) 2 (int J,) 
(see Fig. 2). Choose a particular pair (i, j) and assume that T,;‘(z) = 
(az + b)/(6z + ti) (where a, bee, Ial*- lbl*= 1). Therefore T,(z) = 
(tiz - b)/( -62 + a). For z E Dj we can use the Cauchy integral theorem to 
write 
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FIGURE 2 
Choose c E Di and change co-ordinates by z = w  + c. Then 
l@(S)) 
-bz+a -bw+(a-6c) = 
(at+b)-z(b<+C)=[(a<+b)-~(@+a)]-w(&+ii) 
= C-6w+(a-bc)]/[(at+b)-c(&+G)] 
1-w(1IC((aS+~)l(65+~))-cl) ’ 
Taking the power series expansion in w  gives (L+)(z) = C,“=, c,wn, 
where 
(a - 6~) 
s 
(gjh)(t) 
2ni dt, 
for n=O. 
~j [(at + b) - ~(65 + 31 
The terms c, = c,,(h) are bounded linear functionals and wn define 
elements of 4. (The series certainly converges provided JwJ < 
infcEq I((al; + b)/(& + a)) - cl.) Since L = C L, we have an explicit presen- 
tation for L as a nuclear operator. 
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COROLLARY 5.1. L,: .d + .d has isolated eigenvalues (of finite multi- 
plicity and rank), except possibly at 0. Furthermore, these coincide with 
eigenvalues for L,: C”(J) --* C+(J) on (21 (~1 > ep/pk). 
COROLLARY 5.2. a is an eigenvalue for (-A,) tf and only tf 1 is an 
eigenvalue for L,: ,d -+ <.BI, where CI = s( 1 - s) or s = $ [ 1 + i(4c( - 1 )“‘I. 
The analytic viewpoint allows us to apply analytic perturbation theory 
to L, in order that we may draw conclusions about the spectrum of (-A,). 
We can view S as an abstract topological surface (of fixed genus g 3 2). 
A specific Riemann surface, of this topological type, can be considered as 
the surface S equipped with a specific choice of metric. We expect the space 
of possible metrics to be a manifold of dimansion (6g - 6). (Here the finite 
dimensional Teichmiiller space parameterizes conformal equivalence 
classes. However, each such equivalence class contains essentially only one 
Riemann metric.) 
The metric on S comes from our choice of group ZY We can construct 
a system of local co-ordinates by observing that each generator in I-,, the 
set of generators of r, is parameterized by three real (free) parameters. 
Thus, the 2g generators in Z-, give a real 6g-dimensional parameterization. 
However, the single relation on the generators imposes three additional 
conditions, and a further three come from the conjugates of r,, (i.e., “trans- 
lates” of the group in the universal cover). Hence, the co-ordinates of the 
generators give a local (6g - 6) dimensional parameterization of the 
Riemann metrics. 
PROPOSITION 6. The eigenvalues of ( -A,) vary real analytically with the 
metric. If 6 H r,(6) is a local real analytic parameterization (about 6 = 0) 
then 
vi(dg/d6 . h) vi(&,lds hi) 1 + WS2), 
where gi = gi(s, r,) = 1 T’I -5’, and vi,hi are eigenfunctions for 1 of L$L,, 
repectively. 
Proof Since L, is a nuclear operator we may take the Fredholm deter- 
minant det(Z- L,), where the dependence s H L, H det(Z- L,) is analytic. 
This is an entire function. Furthermore, if L, has eigenvalues (2, = Ai( 
then we can write det(Z- L,) = ni (1 - Ai). The zeros of s H det(Z- L,) are 
given by Ai = 1, for some i. 
The dependence of L, on r, is real analytic (observe that locally in r, 
we can make the same choice of {D;}, and hence &‘). Hence the map r, H 
L, H det(Z- L,V) is real analytic. 
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The zeros {si} for d(s) (and correspondingly, those values s which are 
PF-values) can be described by Cauchy’s theorem. Let ri be a simple 
closed curve about si chosen sufficiently small that it includes no other 
zeros. 
We can then write si = (l/274 Jr, [(log det(l- L,))’ &. Since the 
integrand is real analytic in r, so is the value si = si(T,). This proves the 
first part of the proposition. 
For any eigenvalue A of L (and hence also of the dual operator L*) we 
can write Lh = Ilh, L*v = Av, for some h E &‘, v E &‘*. If we consider L as a 
function of g E d (where usually g = 1 T’I -“) then we can differentiate 
Lh = Ih as a function of g to obtain 
d(Lh)(g)=L(gh)+L(dh(g))=d(3Lh)(g)=d/l(g)h+idh(g). 
We can apply v to both sides to obtain 
VW(&)) + v(L(dhk))) = v(d4gP) + Mdhk)) 
which, using L*u = lo and canceling, simplifies to Iv(gh) = dl( g) . v(h). 
We are interested in the case 1 = 1, g = g(s, r,) = (T’I -‘. For 
v(d, g. h) # 0 the implicit function theorem gives 
ds=d,l/d,1=v(d,g.h)/v(d,g.h), 
and the result follows. 
We can see immediately from the above proposition that no single eigen- 
value, except zero, for A, can remain fixed under small perturbations in the 
Riemann metric. In fact, there can be no accumulation points of metrics, in 
the space of metrics, with the same eigenvalue (other than zero) since by 
analytic extension it would be an eigenvalue for all metrics (which is 
patently false). 
COROLLARY 6.1. For each c1> 0 those Riemann metrics for which ( -A,) 
has u as an eigenvalue are isolated in the space of metrics. 
Remark. To gain a little insight into the role of the Perron-Frobenius 
operator it is useful to consider the “dual” problem of harmonic analysis on 
the discrete group r rather than on the surface S= D/I’. 
Choose point 0 ED and generate the infinite graph G in D whose vertices 
are points g0, gE r, and whose edges join vertices g0, g’0 if and only if 
g-‘g’Er()= {gl”, . ..) g”>. 
Consider functions h: G + [w. The discrete analogue of differentiating is 
to take differences, i.e., D,h(gO) = h(ag0) - h(gO), for a E r,. If we denote 
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(D,*h)(gO) = h(a- ‘g0) - h(g0) then the discrete Laplacian A, on G is 
defined by A.=(l/lr,l)C,.r,DfD,. 
The covering space of G is a regular tree T with lr,l branches at every 
vertex. We can label each branch with a E f, according to the graph G. 
The operators D, and A, were (sufficiently) locally defined and so lift to 
operators D, and A.. 
The discrete analogue of the Perron-Frobenius operator is the averaging 
operator U(x) = (l/lf,J) C, h(ax), for h: T-+ R. 
The operators L and A, are related by Ah = h - Lh (and, in particular, 
eigenvalues CI for A correspond to eigenvalues (1 - a) for L). 
There exists a discrete version of Helgason’s theorem which we can for- 
mulate as follows: A,h=Ah if and only if h(x)=J [P(x, w)]” t(w) tip(w), 
where t(w) is a martingale on C = r$+ and p = (l/If,], . . . . l/]r,l)z’ is 
a Bernoulli measure on z, and i,= 1 - l/lr,( [(2n - l)“+ (2n - l)‘-“1, 
and P(g, X) is the Poisson kernel P(g, x) = (d(vg-l)/&)(x) (all provided 
s$ {(K+i)/log(2n- 1)&Z)) (cf. [3]). 
However, for h: T--+ R to project to an eigenfunction on G we require 
that h(x) = h(y) whenever X(.X) = n(y) for the covering map rc: T + G. In 
particular, if r has a defining relation S = 1 (where 8 is a finite combination 
of generators and inverses) then we require h(&) = h(x). 
This condition can be reformulated in terms of the Poisson kernel by 
2*((v) = P”(g, .)(tv) which has (a possibly superficial) similarity to 
Proposition 2. (A very detailed analysis of the harmonic analysis on r 
exists in [16]). 
We conclude by making the obvious comment that the analysis of f, as 
an abstract group cannot give the detailed information carried by f, as a 
Fuchsian group. 
3. Estimates on the Spectra 
In the preceding section we considered the relationship between the spec- 
trum of the Laplacian and the spectra of a family of Perron-Frobenius 
operators. In this section we want to collect together some ideas on the 
properties which place constraints on these eigenvalues. We will then 
propose some algorithms for estimating Laplacian eigenvalues. 
(i) Spectrum ( -A) and geometry of surface. There is a very elegant 
result (cf. [14] and also [2]) relating these due to Schoen, Wolpert, and 
Yau: The first non-zero eigenvalue of -A and the length of the shortest 
closed geodesic are proportional (i.e., their ratio is bounded above and 
below by constants depending only on the genus). 
(ii) Short closed geodesics and T: K + K. If the surface S has a short 
closed geodesic (of length f, say) we may associate with it g E r. Providing 
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we choose g amongst the generators in the construction of T: K + K the 
closed geodesic will give a fixed point x E K with 1 T’(x)1 = e’. Conversely, 
if the transformation T: K + K has a fixed point x with 1 T’(x)1 = e’> 1 then 
there exists a closed geodesic of length 1. 
(iii) T: K+ K and spectrum(L). Assume that L is a Perron- 
Frobenius operator for a weight function g > 0, L acting on either d or 
Ck, as suitable. We shall assume L is normalized from the choice of 
g= l/l T’(” (i.e., Ll = eP1, where ep is the maximal eigenvalue). Assume 
that (T’(x)1 = /I > 1, for a fixed point TX = x. 
PROPOSITION 7. (i) 3 eigenvalue p with I pi 2 epp. 
(ii) V eigenvalues p we have 1 pi < eP/flc (where c > 0 depends on the 
variation of g). 
Proof: (i) We can view d as a Hilbert space with inner product 
(f, k) = sfk dz. We may refine our Markov partition (and our discs Di) 
as needed. Assume gx = x, 2~ = y such that I g’(x)1 = /I = I g’( y)l with corre- 
sponding discs D,, D,,. Let h take values 1 and - 1, respectively, on these 
discs, and such that s h dz = 0 and Zeb(D,,) = Zeb(D,). We can then estimate 
<Lh, hY(h, h) 2eplF6, where 6 + 0 as we refine our partition. Since we 
are in a Hilbert space we can apply the minimax principle to give 
I~l=sw{<Lkh)l(h,h) I (h, l>=O}>ep/B. 
(ii) (This proof benefited from conversations with M. Rychlik.) Let 
P= L//e” and let P*m = m be a fixed measure. Consider functions of 
bounded variation on K, denoted BV, with norm llfll = llfll, + var(f). The 
operator P: BV+ BV satisfies var(P”f) < C llfll i + (l/b)” var(f) (cf. [ 131 
for the calculation of C > 0). If we first consider when llfll i/var(f) d E = 
1/2C this formula shows 1~1 d l//I’, for appropriate c. 
If we next assume var(f) d 1, l/j-II i = E then J f, = s f- = s/2 whenever 
J f = 0. We can choose constants 6, sl, s2 > 0, depending only on E, and an 
interval U with diam U = 6 with f _ I U 6 -si and m(U) B E?. If n satisfies 
8” S > 1 then 
Ilfv-Ill G IIfTlfl)-&,%I1 Q llflll (1 -%%I* 
Hence, for any eigenvalue p # 1, 1~16 (1 - sI.s2)l”’ = l//I’ (for some 
constant c = C(E)). 
(iv) Spectrum (L) and spectrum (-A). We can finally complete this 
cycle of ideas using the results of the preceding section. Assume that L, has 
maximal eigenvalue ep then G is a Perron-Frobenius value iff 1 is an 
eigenvalue for L,. 
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PROPOSITION 8. log fl< P/( 1 - a) 6 log(4g)‘. 
Proof: The function (T H P(a) is a convex strictly decreasing function 
such that P(0) = h(T), the topological entropy of T: K -+ K, and P( 1) = 0. 
Furthermore, (&/da)(O) = j log 1 T’I dp, where p is the smooth invariant 
probability measure for T. To complete the estimates we need only bound 
1 log 1 T’I dp >log fl and h(T) < log(4g)2. We then use these to bound 
1 - B, where P(a) = P by comparing derivatives. 
Algorithms for Locating Eigenvalues 
In this subsection we shall propose two processes for locating Perron- 
Frobenius numbers. 
(a) For values r~ E (0, 1). We may test certain values of ~7 to see if L, 
has an eigenvalue close to 1. To locate eigenvalues close to 1 we can take 
one of two routes: 
(i) We can approximate L, as a matrix (i.e., a finite dimensional 
operator) by truncating the infinite series which defines L, at the Nth term. 
This will give an operator LbN’ on polynomials of degree at most 
m = m(N), say. 
Since 11 LkN’ - L, II + 0 as N + CC the large eigenvalues of LbN’ converge 
to those for L,, by continuity of isolated eigenvalues. The eigenvalues for 
the finite rank operator LbN’ can be estimated by standard methods for 
matrices (e.g., the QR algorithm, etc.). 
(ii) Assume L, has maximal eigenvalue & > 0 with eigenfunction 
h > 0. We want to determine the eigenvalue A1 of second largest modulus. 
We begin by normalizing L,, i.e., introducing U(f) = l/hP(fh), where 
U( 1) = 1,l. Since U is nuclear we can take an expansion in terms of its 
eigenvalues and eigenprojections: 
Wf)= f ~;Pm(f). 
l7=0 
Assume that we choose c1# b for which h(u), h(p) are known, and I, is also 
known. We choose g arbitrarily and write f = g/h. Since P,(f)(a) = 
Po(f )(Ph we have 
a,, = (U”f )(u) - ( unf )( 8) = ~2; + O(G) 
(where c = P,(f)(u) - P,(f)(B)). Also a, = (l/h(~)) L”,(g)(B) - (W(P)) 
L”,( g)( /I). Thus, provided we choose g for which c # 0 (by experimen- 
tation), we have that b, = a,, ,/a, = A1 + 0((1,/2,)“). (To determine 2, 
let c,=(Lzl)(x), for any x, then d,,=c,+,/c,=~,+0((~,/~,)“). To 
determine h(x) we let e, = c,,/n; = h(x) + 0( (2,/J.,)“).) 
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(b) Since L, is a nuclear operator, with eigenvalues (nl)T==, say, we 
can define its Fredholm determinant by d = l-Ii (1 - Ai). Since the maps 
s H L, and L, ++ d are analytic. The composite map s H d(s) is an entire 
function. Furthermore, zeros s = s0 for d(s) correspond to 1 being an eigen- 
value for L, JS=SO, i.e., zeros for d(s) are Perron-Frobenius values. 
This reduces the problem to finding zeros of an entire function. (We may 
approximate d(s) by det(Z- LiN’) if necessary.) There exist numerical 
techniques (for example, PadC approximations) which allow these poles to 
be approximately located. 
4. Zeta Functions and Trace Formulae 
In this section we shall show how the Selberg zeta function is closely 
related to the family of operators L,. The connection is by taking 
a Fredholm determinant (in the sense of Grothendieck [4]). We will 
conclude with a comparison with the classical Selberg trace formula. 
We again denote by L, the operator L: &’ + d with g = l/l T’(“, s E @. 
Since L, is nuclear we can take its Fredholm determinant d(s) = 
det(Z- L,), where d(s) = I-Ii (1 - &(s)), where {n,(s)} are eigenvalues 
of L,. 
The following results are a consequence of Grothendeick’s analysis of 
these determinants (cf. [l, 121). 
PROPOSITION 9. (i) d(s) is an entirefunction, with zeros s = s, whenever 
Ai(s)I,,sn= 1, for some i 
(ii) d(s) has order at most 2 
(iii) d(s) = exp C,“=, (l/m) trace(L,)m. 
To evaluate trace (L,)” we first write Lr = Ci Pi, where i indexes local 
inverses Ti to T”, and (Pi/i)(x) = (l/I(T”)‘I”)( T,x) h( T,x) when T,x is 
defined and zero otherwise. 
In particular we have trace(L,) = xi trace Pi. We consider now the 
evaluation of trace Pi: Consider the eigenvalue equation P,h = Ih. Assume 
Tixi=xi is a fixed point (which is unique) and assume h(xi) #O. We then 
have (PiA) = (l/l (T”)‘] ‘)(xi) h(x,) = M(x,) implies. 2 = (l/1( T”)‘I ‘)(xJ. 
If h(xi) = 0 we can differentiate the eigenvalue equation to get (P&z) (xi) = 
(TJ’ (xi). (l/l(T”)‘I*)(x,) .h’(xJ = (l/l(T”)‘l”+‘)(xj) .h’(xi) = I .h’(xi). If 
h’(xi) # 0 we can see il = (l/1( Tn)‘ls+ ‘)(xi). If h’(x;) = 0 we can differentiate 
and continue inductively. 
We conclude that 2~ {(l/I(T”)‘l”‘k)(x,) 1 k=O, 1,2, . ..}. and these 
values can be shown to be eigenvalues (cf. [6] for more details). 
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In particular, 
trace Pi= f 
1 1 1 
k=O ~(T”)‘I”+k(Xi)= ~(Tn)‘~S(Xi)‘[l-l/((T”)‘~S(xi)] 
and so 
I(T”)‘I” (Xi) %, 
trace(l,V)” = 1 
T”r= 1 Cl - I(7T’l--\ (-Xi)1 =cc l T”y=.y k-0 [I(W’I (-G)ls+k’ 
We recall that a periodic point T”x = x will correspond to a closed 
geodesic y of length I(y) = log I( T”)’ (.u)l. We then proceed as follows: 
d(s)=exp ‘f L C f I(T”)’ (.Y)I~(.‘+~~ 
n=l n Tny=.y k=O 
zc 1 % 
=ewC; C 
p.n= 1 T” .Y = .Y 
,;, I(T”)’ (x)1 p’s+k)p 
{n = prime period ) 
,(T”)’ @)I --(s+klp 
{n = prime permd) 
=Z(s) n P(s+k), 
k=O 
where Z(s)=nin~=o(l-e~‘~+k)“i”)-l and P(~+k)=(l-e-‘“+~~‘)‘g, 
where I is the length of a closed geodesic, corresponding to the end of an 
interval, which is counted 2g times instead of once. 
From our knowledge of d(s), A,(s), and Perron-Frobenius operators we 
can rederive the following well-known result (cf. [7], for example). 
PROPOSITION 10. Z(s) is an entire function with the following zeros: 
(i) A simple zero at s = 1 
(ii) Zeros at s=t*r, (rn=J(a-An)) 
(iii) A zero of order 2g - 1 at s = 0 
(iv) Trioial zeros at k= -1, -2, -3,... of multiplicity (2g-2) x 
(2 Ikl + 1). 
The poles in (i) and (ii) come from PerronFrobenius values. The poles 
in (iii) and (iv) come from the “correction term” P. 
This gives a proof of Proposition 4. 
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It is worth remarking that Z(s) can be used to derive asymptotic 
formulae for # (y ) Z(y) d t} as t + co (cf. [9] for details). 
The normal approach to analyzing Z(s) for negatively curved surfaces is 
to first prove the Selberg trace formula. Since we have bypassed the trace 
formula it is worthwhile to consider how it might be recovered. Essentially, 
all we need do is reverse the derivation for Z(s) in [7]. We proceed 
formally: 
e-‘S+k)KY) 
bwm)=C if 4Y) l-e-(S+k)l(y) 
y k=O 
= C I(y) kzo *z, e-“(“+k)‘(y) 
Y 
= f C4Y) (1 y:[;,)) 
n=l y 
We can write this as (Z/Z’)(s) = (2s- 1) Y(fI)(s(s- l)), where 
e(t) = nlfl ; sin i((tw2 & e-lr(y)i2/4r 
and 
L?(e)(w) = jop eCwtO(t) dt. 
Since Z(s) is entire we can get a second expansion in terms of the zeros 
s = s, using the Weierstrass presentation: 
Z(s) = fl (1 - s/s,) es’+ . eP@) 
n 
for some polynomial of degree the order of Z(s). Thus 
(Z’/Z)(s) = c ( hs + l/h) + W). 
n n 
Consider the non-trivial poles s, = f f rn. If r,, is imaginary we write 
2(RehJ - 3) (1-2s) 
s,--s (dn-s)(in-s)=(s,-s)(s,-s)~ 
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If P, is real we write 
1 1 (1-2s) 
(1/2+r,-S)+(1/2-~,-s)=(1/2+v,-s)(1/2-r,-s)~ 
In either case we get a term (2s - l)/[(s - 1) s + A,]. We then write 
where 
We can formally equate Q, = 8 to recover the Selberg trace formula (for the 
heat kernel). 
We should remark that the trace formula can be used to derive the 
asymptotic formulae for # { 1, d t} as t + co (cf. [7]). 
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PART II: MARKOV COVERS AND LIMIT SETS FOR KLEINIAN GROUPS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this article is to investigate the application of the theory 
of Gibbs states to the analysis of Kleinian groups and their limit sets. By 
“Gibbs states” we refer to various related ideas originating in statistical 
mechanics and which have played a central role in the ergodic theory of 
hyperbolic systems [9]. To successfully implement these ideas it is first 
necessary to construct a Markov partition allowing the dynamical system 
to be accurately modeled by a zero-dimensional subshift of finite type, or 
a suspension in the case of flows. 
For a Fuchsian group r (with compact quotient) and the Poincare disc 
model there is a natural extension of the action of r to the boundary K 
(i.e., the unit circle). In this case C. Series has shown how to construct a 
Markov interval map T: K+ K which is orbit equivalent to the action 
TX K-, K [ 121. On each interval T is constructed from the action of one 
of the generators of r’. 
For Kleinian groups r the Poincart disc is (n + l)-dimensional and its 
boundary K is n-dimensional (n b 2). As for Fuchsian groups the action 
extends to boundary, i.e., r x K -+ K. 
Unfortunately, it is not clear how to construct a “Markov map” 
modeling TX K-, K in analogy to the Series construction in the Fuchsian 
case. 
In this article we perform the somewhat easier task of constructing a 
Markov cover for K (in the spirit of Bowen, cf. [2, pp. 8(r8 11). In 
particular, this means we may relax the assumption that elements of the 
cover have “small” pairwise intersection (in some sense). We then proceed 
to show that this construction has some practical uses in the analysis of 
Kleinian groups and limit sets. 
This work was motivated by Caroline Series’ work on Fuchsian groups, 
and I thank her for several useful conversations. This paper was written 
whilst the author was visiting the Institute for Advanced Study (Princeton) 
and supported by the NSF. 
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1. Kleinian Groups 
In this section we recall some of the basic results we shall need later. 
Let D= {x~lR”+’ 1 Il.xli < l} be the open unit disc in lQn+’ with the 
euclidean norm 11(x,, . . . . .I^ ,+ 1)11 = (xf + ... + xi+ ,)l”. This becomes a 
standard model for (n + 1)-dimensional hyperbolic space when we replace 
the usual euclidean metric dx: + . . + dxi + 1 by the Poincare metric ds’ = 
dxf + . . + d.xi+ i/4( 1 - llSul\‘)2. In particular, (0, ds) is a simply connected 
manifold with all sectional curvatures equal to - 1. Therefore it is the 
appropriate covering space (with metric) for any (n + I)-dimensional 
manifold with sectional curvatures all equal to - 1. 
We frequently restrict attention to n = 2. Let Isom(D, ds) be the space of 
all isometries of D with respect to the metric ds. A Kleinian group r is a 
discrete subgroup of Isom( D, ds). 
We are interested principally in finitely generated Kleinian groups for 
which D/r= A4 is a compact manifold. (Here M will be a manifold with all 
sectional curvatures equal to - 1 and with n,(M) isomorphic to r as an 
abstract group.) We call such groups cocompact. For ge Isom(D, ds) 
the action of g on D extends to an action on the unit sphere K= 
{XE lRn+’ ( liV~II = 1} (with the usual euclidean metric). In particular, this 
action will be conformal. 
We can define for each g E Isom(D, ds) an expanding disc U(g) = 
{x E K I I Jac( g)(x)1 > 1 } in K, where g is expanding. 
Let g,, . . . . g, E r be generators for the group r and we denote r, = 
{sl”, ..*, g” 1. The open sets (U(g) I gE r,,> form an open cover for Kin 
the case where r is cocompact (i.e., D/T is a compact manifold). 
Let 0 ED be the origin and consider the orbit { g0 1 g E r} = r0. The 
limit set /1 of r is the set of accumulation points on K of r0 (with respect 
to the euclidean metric). When r is cocompact we know that n = K. 
2. Markov Covers 
In this section we want to construct a Markov cover for the action 
r x K + K. This will allow us to give an approximation to the topological 
dynamics of this action in terms of a single transformation, albeit described 
on a slightly larger space than K. These constructions are essentially quite 
simple, and so we shall perform them in slightly more generality than 
required. 
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. Let G be a discrete finitely 
generated group with a continuous action G x X -+ X. 
We define a Markov cover c1 for G x X -+ X to be a finite collection of 
open sets CI = {A i, . . . . A,} in X satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) U;=, A,=X; 
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(ii) each Ai is proper, i.e., Ai = int Ai; 
(iii) for each 1 < i ,< n we can choose gi E G such that 
(a) gi: Ai + K is uniformly expanding, i.e., 38 > 1 at d( gix, gi y) 2 
Pdb-6 Y) for 4 yeAi 
(b) giAi= US!), A,, for 16idn. 
The examples to keep in mind are the action of a cocompact Fuchsian 
group on the unit circle (cf. [12] for more details) and the action of a 
co-compact Kleinian group on the unit sphere. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a discrete group acting continuously on a com- 
pact metric space X. Assume there exist g,, . . . . g, E G and an open cover 
u 1, ‘.., U,, for X with gi 1 Ui uniformly expanding (i.e., fi > 1 with 
d(g,x, gi y) > B d(x, y) for x, y E Ui, i= 1, . . . . n). Then there exists a Markov 
cover for G x X + G of arbitrarily small size. 
ProoJ We first choose N such that /I” > 2. We then replace the cover 
{ Vi} I= 1 by the new cover { Vj>fC i , where Vj = U, n . . . n 
k,;’ . . . gz;!,) U,,, for all such non-empty intersections. Accordingly, we 
replace { g,}l= i by {h,},“_ I, where h, = giNo ... 0 gi,. 
By construction, we have that for x, y E Vi, j= 1, . . . . L we have that 
d(hjx, h, y) 2 /I” d(x, y). Let s0 > 0 be the Lebesgue number of the cover 
{ V, n h;’ V,}$= i (excluding, of course, empty sets). We choose q > 0 such 
that 3v]/(l -2//IN) < min{s,, E}, say. Having chosen v we may choose an 
arbitrary cover for X by discs {D,}y= i with diam Di < q, i = 1, . . . . M. 
For each 1 < i< it4 choose j= j(i) such that: 
0) B(Di, V/(1 -2/fiN)) c vj; 
(ii) B(h, Di, v/( 1 - 2//?‘)) s hi Vi 
(where B( Y, a) denotes the u-ball about Y). 
We shall construct the Markov cover iteratively, beginning with 
{Dy’} = (Di}fC1. F or each 1 < i < M we define 0:” = 0:“’ v 
lJjr h,:‘(Di’)), where 1 runs through all indices for which Di”‘n 
It;‘* 0;“) # 4 (we recall that j = j(i)). 
Since diam Dj”’ d ‘1 and h,: ’ uniformly contracts by l/bN, we see that 
diam 0:” < q + 2q//IN d v/(1 - 2/BN), 1 < i ,< n. In view of the last 
inequality and assumptions (i) and (ii) on j we are free to continue induc- 
tively. 
At the kth inductive step we have a family {D~“-“}~ i and we define 
Djk)=Dik--l)u U,,h,:‘(D, (k- “), where I runs through all indices for which 
Dpnhj’DF#0. 
We can construct D~“‘cD~“~D~2)~ . . . . l<i<A4, and define D”= 
UP=0 Dik’. 
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The family {Da } satisfies the requirements (i) and (iii) of the proposi- 
tion with ( Ui, gi) = (D,“, /tici)). To ensure that condition (ii) is also satisfied 
we need only replace each 0,” by int DpU, i = 1, . . . . M. This completes the 
proof. 
(Clearly the above construction is related to that of Markov partitions 
for expanding maps. The principle difference is that we do not require the 
{ U,};= I to have disjoint interiors.) 
COROLLARY 1.1. If r is a cocompact Kleinian group then there exists a 
Markov cover for TX K -+ K. 
Proof: As we noted in Section 1 we can take as an open cover for K the 
sets {W) I gero)v where U(g)= {XE K 1 IJac(Dg)(x)\ > l} in K. To 
satisfy the hypotheses of the proposition we only need to replace the U(g) 
by the sets V(g) = ( x E K ) 1 Jac( Dg)l > c( > 1 }, for some suitable c1> 1, by 
continuity. 
Let (g,, Ai):= 1 be a Markov cover for G x X-, X. We define a k x k 
integer matrix A with entries 0 or 1 by 
if g,Ai3Ai 
otherwise. 
We can associate to the patrix A a space Ci = {XE fl: { 1, . . . . k) I 
A(xi, x~+~) = 1, i>O} and transformation 6: C,’ -+I: by (GX), =x,,+,, 
n 2 0. We define X(X) = fi,“= 0 ( g.Y0 . . . g,,) ~’ A,” for x E Ci . 
PROPOSITION 2. (a) IT: Ci + u, A, is a well-defined map. 
(b) 7c is continuous and surjective. 
(c) If x E C,’ with x0 = i then gin(x) = 71(0x). 
The proof is a simple modification of the familiar proof of the corre- 
sponding results for Markov partitions of expanding maps. (These are 
themselves simpler versions of the appropriate results for Anosov diffeo- 
morphisms, cf. [2, 91.) 
The Markov condition on this cover allows us to deduce the following 
about dA = u, &Ii. 
PROPOSITION 3. (a) dA is nowhere dense and invariant under gi 1 Ai. 
(b) aA has zero lebesgue measure when X is a manifold and G x X -+ X 
is C2. 
An important observation is that we cannot assume n is necessarily 
bounded-one or one-one in a measurable sense (properties familiar from 
the case of Markov partitions). 
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For Kleinian groups there is an interesting constraint on sequences 
generated by the orbit of a point. The following comes from [14]. 
PROPOSITION 4 (Sullivan). There exists N= N(r,) >O so that any two 
sequences {g,}, {h,} E rt+ generated by the orbit of a single point satisfy 
Vn 3m such that the word length, with respect to r,, of 
(f,...fi)(g,...g,)P1 is less than N. 
We observe that in our construction of a Markov cover we can always 
arrange that uy= I Aj = X (we need only assume that the initial cover has 
this property). We call a Markov cover with this property grotty. 
If the map n: Ci + K is bounded-one then we shall call the Markov 
cover hunkadory. 
3. Rigidity 
A Kleinian group with compact quotient has the remarkable property 
that it is determined up to conjugacy by abstract group isomorphism. This 
is one version of the famous Mostow rigidity theorem. An equivalent 
geometric formulation of the same result is that any two compact 
manifolds of dimension n 2 3 with all sectional curvatures - 1 must 
be isometric when their fundamental groups are isometric (cf. [6, 
pp. 102-1041). 
These results were originally due to G. Mostow, and their proof makes 
extensive use of the theory of quasi-cnformal mappings between boundaries 
K1, K, associated to Kleinian groups. Details may be found in Mostow’s 
article [6]. (For a breezier account the reader may prefer Section 5 of 
C161.J 
We want to show how Corollary 1.1 can be used to reduce the 
dependence of the proof on quasi-conformal theory to an elementary level. 
We recall some preparatory material from [16]. 
Assume MI, Mz are compact manifolds with all sectional curvatures - 1 
and with rcr,(M1) z rc1(M2). 
The universal cover D is contractable, which means the isomorphism can 
be induced by maps fi : h4, + M, and f2: M, --) M, with fi f2 CT 1 N f2 f, 
(i.e., both compositions are homotopic to the identity). 
Let yr, 7; : D + D denote lifts of fl, f2 to the universal cover. 
Let $: (X, d) + (X, d) be a continuous map on a metric space. We need 
to introduce two pieces of notation. The map $ is a pseudo-isometry if there 
exist constants C, c > 0 with l/c d(x, y) - C < d($,, $,) < c d(x, y), for all 
X, y E X. The map $ is quasi-conformal if there exist constants A, B > 0 such 
that for all x E X and all sufficiently small r > 0: 
A <maxCd(ix, $y) I y: 4x, y)=r) <B 
’ min{d($x, $y) I y: d(x, y) = r} ’ ’ 
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PROPOSITION 5. (i) yI,y2 can be chosen to be pseudo-isometries (cf 
[ 16, 5.391). 
(ii) For each geodesic y in D there exists a unique geodesic 8(y) in D 
which stays within a bounded distance ofyI(r) (cf [ 16, 5.401). 
(iii) yI induces a map 0: K1 -+ K, which is quasi-conformal and 
conjugates the actions (cf: [ 16, 5.461). 
COROLLARY 5.1. The map 9: K, + K, conjugates the actions of the 
Kleinian groups rl, Tz, is continuous, and is differentiable almost 
everywhere (with respect to Lebesgue measure). 
Proof: The first two properties are clear from the Proposition 5 above 
and [16, Section 53. The last part is also straightforward, but depends on 
a result of Rademacher (cf. [6, p. 901). 
We want to show that 0 above actually has a continuously differentiable 
version (without recourse to the theory of quasi-conformal mappings). The 
rigidity result then follows quite simply, along the lines of [ 161. 
PROPOSITION 6. The map 6 is continuously differentiable. 
Proof. The continuity of the map 8 allows us to construct Markov 
covers ( Uj, g,)f= , , (Vi, hi):= I for I-r x K, -+ K,, TZ x K, + K2, respectively, 
for which fI( U,) = Vi (i = 1, . . . . k) and t3gi ) Ui= hiti 1 Ui. (To this end we 
start the constructions in the proof of Proposition 1 using { Dp}“= r and 
(eDp);= I, respectively.) By Corollary 3.1 we can differentiate eg,(x) = 
Iz;Q(x) for almost all XE Ui. This gives the identity 
(D~)~gi~(Dg,)=(Dhi)~O~(D8) a.e. on U,. 
More generally we can choose g = gi, . . . g,, h = hi, . . . h, and then (DO) o 
g.(Dg)=(Dh)oO.(DB) a.e. on Ui,ngL;‘Ui2n . . . ng-‘Ui,+,. 
Our first step is to show Jac DO has a continuous version. On a set of 
full measure we can write x = gx, and 
log IJac DOI (x)=log IJac DOI (x,) 
+ [log IJac Dhl (Ox,) -log (Jac Dg( (x,)]. (3.1) 
(Since the cover is Markovian we know (3.1) is valid a.e. x E Ui,+, .) 
The claim now follows immediately from Livsic’s (cohomology) theorem. 
Remark. Alternatively, we could proceed as follows. 
By Luzin’s theorem we know that x H log(DQ)(x) is uniformly continuous 
on a set n of positive measure. 
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Assume that x = gx,, y = gy,, with x,, y, E n then 
llog (Jac 00(x)/ -log (Jac De(y)1 1 
< llog IJacDBI (x,)-log IJacDel (y,)l 
+ (log 1Jac Dh(Bx,,)l -log [Jac Dh(fJy,)l I 
+ Ilog IJac D&J -log IJac BbJl I. 
If x, y are sufliciently close then by uniform continuity of Del,, we can 
expect the first term on the right-hand side smaller than E>O, say. The 
remaining two terms can be estimated, since 
Ilog IJac DdxJl -1% IJac My,)l I G (Const) .4x, v), 
and similarly for Dh, and finally using that 81, is Lipschitz. 
This allows us to extend the (uniform) continuity of Jac DB from /i to 
g/i, for arbitrary g. Thus we can expect to extend this property from ,4 to 
a set of full Lebesgue measure by blowing up points of positive Lebesgue 
density (a similar idea is used in the analysis of one-dimensional maps in 
[17]): we therefore have a continuous identity 
lJac(DB)~g( . lJac(Dg)l = IJac(Dh)08) . lJac(D8)l. (3.2) 
Since g, h are conformal we can write llDgl/ = (Jac Dgl 1’n, 11 Dhll = 
IJac(Dh))““. We can re-express (3.2) as 
II(Dh)oOII. IlDg-‘ll = (Jac(Dh)oB/Jac(Dg)l’/” 
= IJac(D0) o g/Jac(DB)li’“. (3.3) 
In view of the continuity of the right-hand side of (3.3) there are 
constants ci, c2 >O bounding (3.3) above and below (independently 
of g, h). 
It remains to show that the “angular part” of DO varies continuously. 
For n = 2 this again follows by Livsic’s theorem. 
Remark. Alternatively, we proceed as follows. 
By Corollary 5.1, the map x H DO, is measurable. Thus, by Luzin’s 
theorem one can find a set /i E K of non-trivial measure for which this map 
is uniformly continuous. 
Assume x, y E g(n n Ui,) and x = gX, y = gjj (for f, j E /1 n UC). We can 
write 
IIW)(x) - WKY)ll 
< II1 - Dh(B3). Dh-‘(&%I . IlWY)lI . CllW@)ll . II&-‘(Y)lll 
+ [IIWWII . II&-‘(Y)II I. IlDe(X) -De(Y)11 
+ 111 - Dg-‘(j) .Dg(X)ll IWWII CllDh(Wl . II&-‘(f)lll. 
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This allows us to extend (uniformly) the uniform continuity of DO from 
/i to g/i.’ We may choose the g to blow up Lebesgue density points for /i. 
This shows DO to be uniformly continuous on a dense set, and so we have 
a unique continuous version. (This argument was suggested by Section 1 in 
c171.1 
To complete the proof of rigidity we need only apply the last part of the 
argument from [16, Section 51, as follows. 
We need to show that 8 is conformal (i.e., that for each XEK the eigen- 
values for DO are of the same modulus and the eigenvectors are 
orthogonal). 
By ergodicity of the action TX K -+ K the moduli of eigenvalues and the 
angles between eigenvectors are constant over K. If 0 is not conformal these 
can be used to define line bundles over r which lead to a contradiction 
(cf. [ 163). 
We observe that the important points in the above proof were: (i) the 
expanding maps were conformal; (ii) the conjugacy was differentiable 
almost everywhere. The method of proof should generalize to other situa- 
tions where (i), (ii) are satisfied to show that the conjugacy is always C’. 
(This is unlikely to be true without these hypotheses.) 
The proof for n = 2 fails at Corollary 5.1. As is well known the result is 
false for surfaces. 
4. Geodexic Flows and Homotopll 
Associated to a co-compact Kleinian group r is the quotient manifold 
M = D/T. This is an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold with all sectional 
curvatures - 1 and rt r(M) z r. 
We shall denote by T, M the ((2n + 1)-dimensional) unit tangent bundle 
of M, and let 8,: T, M + T, M be the geodesic flow. This geodesic flow is 
of Anosov type (since the exact definition will not concern us, we refer the 
reader to [2] for complete definitions). We are particularly interested in 
the constructions of Ratner and Bowen of (2n-dimensional) Poincart 
sections to the flow which have certain Markovian properties for the 
Poincare map [2, 81. 
To proceed we need to recall first some well-known facts about the 
geometry of (D, ds). 
A geodesic y in D, with respect to the Poincare metric, is a circular arc 
(in the euclidean sense) which intersects K perpendicularly at exactly two 
places. We denote these points y( - CO) and y( + cc), depending on the 
orientation of the geodesic. A horocycle is an n-dimensional sphere (in the 
euclidean sense) wholly contained in D and tangent to K at a single point. 
’ The estimates are similar to those for the function log (Jac D81 (x), Equality (3.3) is useful 
in these estimates and it is easy to see that /1Dh(BZ)ll IIDg-‘(?/)il is uniformly bounded also. 
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Given a geodesic y in D we may lift it to T,D (the unit tangent bundle 
to D) by considering the vector field y^ of tangent vectors. 
Given a horocycle H we can lift it to T, D in two ways. We let H+ 
denote the vector field of inwardly pointing unit vectors perpendicular to 
H and let H- denote the vector field of outwardly pointing unit vectors 
perpendicular to H. 
The tangent vectors in H+ are mutually asymptotic under the geodesic 
flow on T1 D as t + +co. The tangent vectors in H- are mutually 
asymptotic under the time reversal for the geodesic flow on T, D, i.e., 
tH -al. 
Following Ratner and Bowen, we can choose a family Y = 
{T,, . . . . Tk} s T,M of Markov Poincart sections to the flow. (These are 
Poincare sections with, essentially, the following property: Given sections 
Ti, , . . . . Ti,; Tir, . . . . Ti,+, through the interiors of which pass two (possibly 
distinct) orbits, in sequence, there exists a single orbit passing through the 
interiors of Ti,, . . . . T,+*, in sequence). 
We can lift each section Ti to Fi E T, D by the covering map. This gives 
a natural identification of the lift 9 of Y with .Y x lY For each 1~ i < k, 
the lift fi = ( Ti, e) can be projected naturally onto some set Ui c H,:, with 
H; n K= {xi}, say. 
There exists a natural map n, from Hz: - {xi} to K- {xi}, which is 
defined as follows. For any point u E H; - {xi> there is unique geodesic yu 
with y”( - co) = xi and y(0) = v. We define rci(u) = y,( + co). Using this map 
we may define Bi = z,Ui E K for i= 1, . . . . k (see Fig. 3). By a judicous 
choice of Poincare sections and their lifts we can arrange that K = U F= I Bi 
(this can be understood by considering the natural correspondence between 
the unit tangent sphere (T, D), at a point x and K). 
We let H: UTEr T-r UTEF T be the Poincare map for sections 9 and 
FIGURE 3 
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the geodesic flow on T, M. Similarly, we write pi: UfG3 F+ IJ?, 9 F for 
the Poincart map for sections 3 and the geodesic flow on T, D. 
We want to decompose each section (T;, e) (i = 1, . . . . k) as follows: 
Whenever, fi( Ti, e) n (r,, g,) has nonempty interior, for some g, E r, we 
write that T, = ( Tj, e) n a-‘( T,, gU). In terms of the projection onto K we 
can replace B, by u, B,. The sets B, form a Markov cover with g,:’ the 
corresponding group elements. 
Two observations are now in order. The first is that g,’ 1 BLj may not be 
strictly expanding, but after suitable iteration the ‘products will be 
uniformly expanding. 
The second observation is that this Markov cover can be grotty (in the 
sense of Section 2. Indeed, this is our chief reason for introducing this 
term) and is always hunkadory (again, in the sense of Section 2). 
We now want to concentrate on the information about the fundamental 
group carried by these two types of coding. (Since M is a K(n, 1) manifold 
the first homotopy group is the only one of interest.) 
Since M is a compact manifold with negative sectional curvatures every 
free homotopy class (i.e., conjugacy class in n,(M)) contains a unique 
closed geodesic y. This geodesic y lifts to a closed orbit T for the geodesic 
flow q5t: T,M+ T,M. 
In terms of the sections F there will be a sequence T,,, . . . . T, E 5 which 
r traverses (in sequence) with T,= T,. If we lift r to f then the sections 
( Ti,, g,,), . . . . (T,, gin) for z^ give rise to an element g(y) =g, gi,’ = 
(gi.g,;!,)(g,-, g,;!,) ... (giz. 8,;‘) E ZY We call g(y) the Frobenius element of 
y. (Thinking in terms of the Markov cover g(y) fixes y( - co), y( + cc ) E K.) 
We can also adopt a slightly different viewpoint, and work wholy on 
T, M. We fix a base point x0 E M and choose curves yi (i = 1, . . . . k) from x0 
to each section T,. If (int T,), (int Tj) are directly joined by an orbit seg- 
ment then we construct a closed curve from x,, to Ti via yi, from Ti to T, 
via an orbit segment, and from T, to x,, via y,-‘. We denote this curve 8,. 
If the sections are chosen suitably small this gives a unique element [O,] E 
xl(M, .x0). (Since dim M> 3, n,(S, M) 2 x1(M).) 
Assume again we are given a closed geodesic y and the associated 
sections transversed are T,, . . . . T, E F-, with T, = T,“. Corresponding to 
this sequence we have a conjugacy class (O(y)) in x,(M), where 8(y) = 
e,,,, ..., @i,i”. 
PROPOSITION 7. Under the canonical isomorphism n,(M) g r we have 
(g(y)) = (e(Y)). 
There is a precedent for these two different viewpoints in the case of 
surfaces. We refer the reader to [12] where C. Series distinguishes between 
the Artin and Morse approaches to coding geodesics. 
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Remark. We should observe that there is a crude relationship between 
the number of sections transversed and the work length of the associated 
element of lY 
Furthermore, there is also a minor role for symbolic dynamics when con- 
sidering multiplication of elements of IY This has a bearing on “regularity” 
of the “language” n,(M). The ideas in this section are valid for n = 2. 
5. Furstenburg Boundary 
In the previous section we used the Markov cover to consider the 
topological aspects of r and 44. In this section we shall use Markov covers 
to analyze the analytic aspects of the boundary K and the manifold M. 
For the action TX K + K by a co-compact Kleinian group we can 
construct a Markov cover (Ai, gi)i=l which is hunkadory. 
We define a potential function i:U;=,Ai+R’ by r(x) = 
-log IJac(Dg,)(x)l, for xeAi (i= 1, . . . . k). This induces a map r: C,’ + [w. 
If we introduce a metric on C,’ by 
where 
4x, Y) = f 4x,, ~,)/2”, 
n=O 
e(i,j)= k 
1 
if i#j 
if i=j 
(16 i, j< k), then r becomes Holder continuous (with Holder exponent 
ct>O, say). 
Let C” denote the space of a-Holder continuous functions f: C,’ + C. 
This becomes a Banach algebra with respect to the norm 
llfll = U-II co + sup 
I f (x ) - f (Y)1  xzy 
4x, Y)” 
We can associate to r the Ruelle operator 
L:c”+C defined by (L,f)(x)= 1 ec”‘lf(y). 
rJ$‘=x 
The following result is (essentially) due to D. Ruelle (cf. ES]). 
PROPOSITION 8. The operator L has maximal eigenvalue 1. The corre- 
sponding eigenvector h E C” for L is positive. The corresponding eigenvector 
v E ( Ca)* for the dual operator L* is positive. 
(The first part requires the cover is hunkadory. ) 
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COROLLARY 8.1. ~*v=e’v. 
This can be interpreted for ~~=, Ai by defining ,u = TC*V. Since girt = 
rc((rx) when x0 = i, we have that 
g,*p = I Jac Dgi 1 p. (5.1) 
There is a unique measure m on K which transforms by g*m = 
1 Jac Dgl m, for all g E f. We shall call this the Patterson-Sullivan measure 
for r (cf. [7, 151). (It was constructed first for Fuchsian groups by 
Patterson and extended to Kleinian groups by Sullivan.) 
The measures p and m correspond under the canonical projection 
Ur, i Ai -+ K. (This follows from the uniqueness of u in the preceding 
proposition and (5.1).) 
In the context of co-compact Kleinian groups the measure m on K is 
equivalent to the Lebesgue measure. 
We define an equivalence relation on (K, m) by x - y if and only if 
gx = y, for some g E r. (Each equivalence class contains infinitely many 
elements.) 
As is observed in [15, 131 this equivalence relation is hyperfinite, i.e., 
there exist a sequence of equivalence relations ( -n>,F=, on K such that: 
(i) x-n Y *-x-n+1 Y 
(ii) -n equivalence classes are all finite 
(iii) {y 1 ~-.Y}=(J,“=~ {y I ywnx} a.a. (x). 
In [ 131 it is observed that this can be recovered from a general result of 
R. Bowen on the hyperfmiteness of horocycle foliations for Axiom A flows. 
From our preceding constructions we can give a more direct application of 
the mechanism of Bowen’s proof. 
Let {(A i, g)} ;=, be a Markov cover for f x K + K constructed from the 
associated geodesic flow 4, : M + M (as described in the previous section). 
We define an equivalence relation on K for each N > 0 by: x -N y if and 
only if g, . . gxOx = g-,,m . . . g,,, Y, where 0 d n, m B N, and g, . . g,,.u E A,+, 
(0 d i < n - 11, g,, . . . gyo y E A,,+, (0 d i B m - 1). 
In terms of the pieces of unstable horocycle { Ui}f= i corresponding to 
the sections > c T, M, Bowen proved the following 
LEMMA 1 (Bowen). I f  u, v  E u, Ui lie on the same stable horoqcle then 
P”u = Pm0 for some n, m > 0 (for almost all u, v) (cf: [3]). 
Consider a point x E K and g E r. We want to show that x -N gx = y, for 
sufficiently large N, for almost all x. We can choose z E K- {x, y } and 
geodesics y, y’ in T, D corresponding to y, y’ at their intersections with 
(TV,,, e) and (Tyo, e). 
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Since y, y’ are both asymptotic to z E K we can apply the above lemma 
to U, u, the projections onto UX,,, V,,, of (r n TX,), (r’ n T,,). If P”z.4 = P”u 
this corresponds to ( gXn . g,)x = ( grn ’ . . gv,,) y. In particular, x wN y for 
some N, for almost all XE K. 
The boundary K plays an important role in representing harmonic 
functions on D (i.e., those Cm(D) functions which are annihilated by the 
non-Euclidian Laplacian d,). The Laplacian on D takes the simple form 
d,=4(1- 11x/12)2(a*/ax:+ ... +lP/l3;+,). 
Given x E D and b E K we let (x, b) E R denote the signed distance from 
0 to the unique horocycle H tangent to K at b and passing through x E D 
(see Fig. 4). The map ( , ): D x K + R is positive if 0 is exterior to H and 
is negative otherwise. 
Let d denote the space of analytic functions whose domain includes K. 
This space becomes a Frechet space when given the induced topology of 
uniform convergence on neighbourhoods of K. An analytic distribution is 
an element of the dual space &‘*. The connection between A, and d is 
given by the following: 
PROPOSITION 9 (Helgason). There is a bijection between 
(a) eigenfinctions h for A,, and 
(b) analytic distributions v E -c9*, given by 
h(z)= jk e(*~~+n)<d7> do(b) 
and 
A,h= -(412+n2)h, lea= 
FIGURE 4 
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The eigenfunctions for eigenvalue zero are precisely the harmonic 
functions. The harmonic functions have the presentation 
hi-)=jk e’2’i.+“‘<‘.h) d,,(b), where v E (T*. 
(Here K is called the Poisson or Furstenburg boundary.) The bounded 
harmonic functions have the special presentation /Z(Z) = Sk e’2’1 + ““‘,“>f(b) 
dm(b), wherefEL’(K, m). (Here K is called the Martin boundary.) 
Considering eigenfunctions for the Laplacian A,,, on M= D/T is equiv- 
alent to considering eigenfunctions for A, which are automorphic under I-, 
i.e., h( g.x) = h(x) for x E D, g E ZY (This follows by lifting eigenfunctions for 
A, from M to D via the covering map.) 
The following lemma describes the transformation of ( , ) under r. 
LEMMA 2. (i) (gz,gh)=(:,h)+(gO,gb) 
(ii) IJac Dg(b)l = e - (g0, gh). 
In view of the above proposition and lemma, we have that for a distribu- 
tion v, corresponding to the eigenvalue - c1= -(41b2 + n2) d 0, we have 
g*v = IJac(Dg)l” v, for all g E r, where s = (n + 2ii). (5.1) 
For harmonic functions on M we have that v = m, say, and the above 
characterization becomes the definition of the Patternson-Sullivan measure. 
We return to considering Markov cover. We let { (Ai, gi)}k= I be a 
Markov cover for the action r x K + K. We can assume each Ai has a real 
analytic structure (for example, by following Ruelle’s construction for 
Markov sections for Anosov flows with real analytic horocycle foliations 
and projecting to K [lo]). 
We let C” be the space of analytic functions (on a neighbourhood in 
@” 2 [w” 2 K) corresponding to h: Uk= 1 Ai + C. We can lift these functions 
to a space p c C”(T,l, C). This is a nuclear space (in the sense of 
Grothendeick, cf. [lo] for further references). 
We can define, for each s E @, an operator 
by (L,h)(x)= c ePsrO‘)h(y) 
0-v = I 
called a Ruelle operator (or Perron-Frobenius type operator). This 
operator is Fredholm (and so, in particular, has isolated eigenvalues- 
except at zero). 
Consider the circumstances for which 1 is an eigenvalue for the operator 
L,: Cw + Cw. Since spectrum (L,) = spectrum (L,:) we know that 1 is an 
isolated eigenvalue for the dual operator L$: @* + Cm* defined by 
(LTV)(~) = v(L,f). Let LQv = v be the associated eigenfunction in @*. 
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By evaluating v on appropriate (analytic) test functions we see that 
CT*V = IJac Dgijs v on Ai (5.2). 
By comparing (5.1) and (5.2) we might anticipate the following result. 
PROPOSITION 10. An eigenvalue --a = -(41* + n’) for the Laplacian 
corresponds precisely to 1 being an eigenvalue for L,, where s = (2il+ n). 
Proof: The simplest way to observe this result is to consider the zeta 
function Z(s) for the closed geodesics on M= D/T. This is an entire func- 
tion on C. There are two distinct ways to construct the meromorphic 
extension. The first is to use the Selberg trace formula. This is done in [4], 
where the zeros of Z(s) are related to eigenvalues of the Laplacian on M. 
The second approach is to follow Ruelle [lo], who makes use of his 
operator to construct the extension. The zeros are characterized by 1 being 
an eigenvalue. Comparing the criteria for s to be a zero for Z(s) in each 
case yields the result. 
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